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Figure 1: TEM images of MnFe 2 O 4 NPs with CoFe 2 O 4 shell (MnFe 2 O 4 /CoFe 2 O 4 ) a) NPs as synthesized in chloroform. b) NPs after transfer to water with a polymer shell (PMA)
, imaged with negative staining [24] . [37] , imaged with negative staining. Note that here BSA was linked chemically to the NP surface with EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide) chemistry. However, the BSA corona upon adsorption was shown to be the same using gel electrophoresis, cf. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i
c) NPs after transfer to water with a polymer shell (PMA) and addition of a PEG layer (M W = 10 kDa), imaged with negative staining. d) NPs after transfer to water with a polymer shell (PMA) and addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA)
Similar to planar surfaces, also in case of NPs the strength with which proteins bind to the surface of NPs can be quantified by determining the protein concentration K' D = (K D ) 1/n at which half of the NP surface is saturated with proteins [11] . K' D values thus could be used as quantifier to compare protein corona formation for different NPs and different proteins under equilibrium conditions. K' D values regarding the protein corona have been determined by several groups. The aim of this review article is to describe the different methods with which these values have been experimentally obtained and to compare the results obtained for different NPs and proteins.
Description of experimental techniques
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) Protein adsorption to NPs can be directly observed by measuring changes in hydrodynamic diameter d h . The more proteins adsorb on the surface of one NP, the bigger the NP-protein complex and thus the hydrodynamic diameter of the NP becomes. Hydrodynamic diameters can be determined via measurements of the diffusion coefficient of NPs, related by the Stokes-Einstein equation. Diffusion coefficients can be measured via observation of NPs diffusing in and out of a test volume from the autocorrelation function of signal fluctuation. Signal of the NPs can be obtained by light scattering (DLS) or by fluorescence of the NPs (FCS) [38, 39] . The resulting data set d h (c(P)) of hydrodynamic diameters determined at different protein concentrations c(P) can be fitted with the Hill model, yielding the protein concentration in which half of the NP surface is saturated with protein K' D , the maximum number N max of proteins which can be bound per NP, and the Hill coefficient n [11] . The group of Nienhaus et al. has used such FCS measurements to determine protein adsorption of several proteins to different NP surfaces [21, 24, 26, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Notably FCS measurements can be performed in situ, i.e. unbound proteins do not have to be separated, as fluorescence originates only from fluorescent NPs. In case of DLS similar measurements are complicated by light scattering also from free proteins. In general such measurements are also limited to small NPs, as size changes of big NPs upon adsorption by proteins would be too low to be detected with reasonable experimental error.
Detection of free or NP-bound proteins There are several biochemical methods for the characterization of the protein corona which are based on the rapid separation of unbound proteins and the NP-protein complexes by centrifugation and the subsequent measurement of the free protein left in the supernatant or off the proteins in the purified NP-protein complexes by any sensitive enough methods (absorbance, fluorescence or colorimetric protein assays). Combining flow fieldflow fractionation (F4) with centrifugation, as an open channel separation technique, has proved to be very valuable for the dissociation-based screening of NP-protein interaction [46] . F4 separates compounds based on their size and shape and has already been employed to study antibodies A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i binding affinity to receptors and to cleanup nonspecifically bound proteins from the surface of microbeads that are used in affinity pull-down assay [47, 48] . Most recently, centrifugation coupled with F4 technique was utilized to purify the protein corona formed on superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) after incubation with ImmunoglobulinG (IgG)/ albumin-depleted human serum [49] . [35] . Alternatively, the amount of NP-bound protein can be determined after nanoparticle washings with any suitable method, as above, and plotted versus free protein (deduced) by fitting data with the Hill model [50] . In such approach, compared to the measurement of the free protein, even binding characterized by low affinity or capacity can be measured accurately since the measure is not subtractive. However, since further steps are required to eliminate any un-bound residual proteins, this procedure may suffer from some degree of dissociation of NPs-bound proteins, during the dilution in ligand free media, used for washings. In fact, this is a critical aspect of both approaches, i.e. due to the progressive concentration of NPs during the pelleting procedure, the equilibrium between NPs and solutes are altered to some extent [11] , so that the final value of the obtained K D may be underestimated. Another aspect to be considered is that there may be temperature changes of the system during the procedure. In particular, the temperature kept during the incubation of NPs with proteins (which can be set as desired) may be required to be changed during the following centrifugation steps, usually performed at temperatures between 0-4 °C, in order to avoid overheating of the rotors. This technical aspect may affect K D values as well, since the kinetical constants characterizing the NPprotein conjugates may be temperature dependent [26] . A strong point of this methodology is that it is robust, label-free and needs few theoretic assumptions.
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) Real-time SPR is another label-free technique usable, where K D can be deduced by the analysis of the kinetics of association and dissociation of the ligands from the complex (K D can be indeed properly defined as the ratio between the dissociation K off constant and the association K in constant in defined temperature conditions). This technique also has the advantage of detecting phenomena inducing alteration of the structure (denaturation) of bound proteins, which influence the thermodynamics of the interaction and that must be considered for the final K D determination. However, since this methodology implies the chemical coupling of NPs or proteins to the solid support (cheap) of the SPR device a major problem might be the interference of the chemical nature of this supporting matrix with protein-NP interaction. Canoa et al. [51] applied SPR to obtain the affinity Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) ITC is a very informative label-free method that allows for obtaining both affinity and maximal binding capacity of a certain ligand to NPs, by the detection of the generated, or adsorbed, heat. The measured thermal exchanges may be due to the formation of protein-NPs complexes but also to possible protein denaturation events that also contribute in determining K D values.
(Affinity) Capillary Electrophoresis (ACE, CE) and related methods In few cases the ACE technique was used to assess NP-protein interaction. In this approach the velocity of NPs in an applied electric filed [52] is a parameter related to the mean NP charge [53, 54] , if other hydrodynamic features are not modified. As in capillary electrophoresis no matrix as in gel electrophoresis is used increase in hydrodynamic diameters has less effect than in case of gel electrophoresis, in which conjugates of biological molecules and NPs may be sorted predominantly by size [55] [56] [57] [58] . The charge change due to protein binding to NPs hence modifies their electrophoretic mobility, which in this way reflects the amount the amount of bound proteins protein. Hence the relative changes in the retention of the NP-protein conjugates as a function of the protein dose can be a parameter for protein binding to NPs and can be fitted with appropriate mathematical models, like the Hill model [59] , in order to obtain K D and n as fit parameters. This method has several advantages. It is label-free and, being non-optical, does not suffer for alterations such as the IFE (Inner Filter Effect) that may be acting in fluorescence quenching (FQ) experiments. There is also no purification from unbound proteins requires, and thus ACS can be performed in situ. However, it has been shown that ACE may not work if positive NPs are to be tested, possibly due to interfering interaction with the capillary material (silica), and is sensitivity to the formation of aggregated NP/protein complexes which affects hydrodynamic diameters. In case a solid matrix is used during electrophoresis such as in gel electrophoresis, then NP-protein conjugates can be also sorted by size [57, 58] , cf. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i 
Fluorescence quenching (FQ)
Upon formation of protein-NP complex P n S (here the substrate S is the NP) in case of intrinsically fluorescent NPs the NP fluorescence, or in case of fluorescent proteins (i.e. proteins containing tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine) the protein fluorescence can be quenched. Quenching under equilibrium conditions can be described by the Hill model, leading to K D and n as fit parameters [60] . In case of very low quencher concentrations (i.e. in the case fluorescence of the proteins and the NPs is quenched the NPs and the proteins are the quenchers, respectively) nonequilibrium quenching this can be described by the Stern-Volmer equation [61, 62] . In this approach the quenching efficiency depends on the degree of shielding of the fluorophores by the quenchers, and thus reveals the relative accessibility of quenchers to the fluorophores, which is done by a diffusion model [60, 63, 64] . The Stern-Volmer constant K SV can be considered to be reciprocal to the dissociation constant K D ≈ 1/K SV , though actually K D refers to equilibrium and 1/K SV to nonequilibrium conditions. The Stern-Volmer model is based on a diffusion model and only applies for the case that all fluorophores have equal access to the quenchers, i.e. there are no cooperative or noncooperative effects. In this case of n = 1 (i.e. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i
In case the proteins are the quenchers for the NP fluorescence the ratio I 0 /I of the NP fluorescence without and the NP fluorescence with proteins added is described by the Stern-Volmer equation.
I 0 /I = 1 + K SV ·c(P) (Eq. 6)
As the fluorescence intensity I of the NPs is proportional to the NP concentration c(S) Eq. 6 can be rewritten to c 0 (S)/c(S) = I 0 /I = 1 + K SV ·c(P) (Eq. 6') Insertion of Eq. 5 leads to
While in Table 1 , one has to be aware that this is only true in case n = 1 is assumed, quencher concentrations need to be low, and equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions are mixed. In general FQ may be also overestimated due to the Inner Filter Effect (IFE) caused by light absorption or scattering [52] . Also not all NPs may quench fluorescence of adsorbed proteins with the same efficiency. For sufficient quenching the fluorescent parts of the proteins have to come close enough to the inorganic part of the NP surface (such as Au or Ag surfaces) [65] and thus polymer shells etc. around the NP cores may significantly reduce quenching. In case of NP (i.e. QD) quenching one needs to make sure that protein solutions due not contain other molecules as some ions, as those also may quench the fluorescence of QDs [66] .
Results
Results obtained from more than 130 different datasets with different NPs, proteins, and methods are summarized in Table 1. This table is representative for one general problem in literature concerning investigation of the protein corona. Most authors are using very different systems and thus it is hard to compare data. In this review we focus on K D values, which represent absolute numbers and thus should be comparable. However, due to the different NP materials, modifications, and different detection methods it is even hard to find strong correlations in the set of K D Page 12 of 29
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i Next we attempted to analysis dependencies on physicochemical parameters of NPs. As albumins (HSA and BSA) are the most studied proteins, in Table 1 we first screened these data for potential dependencies of the K D values with physicochemical NP properties. As most evident parameter we identified the zeta potential ζ. In Figure 4 the K D values are plotted for both bovine and human albumins, assumed to behave similarly, versus the zeta potential of the respective NPs. In spite of scattering of data, reasonable considering the many other variables involved (materials, coatings, size and methodologies) there is a clear trend for lower K D values towards less negative and more positive zeta potentials.
